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 We are now living among history’s very first “AI” generation. From the Alexas they converse with, to their 

robot playmates, to the YouTube wormholes they disappear into, the children and adolescents of today are born into 

a world increasingly powered by virtual reality and artificial intelligence (AI). 

 Like all fundamental technological change, AI is not only changing what humans can do, it is shaping our 

behaviours, our preferences, our perceptions of the world and of ourselves. Older people still remember life before AI 

and the digital world — our references, anchors and pole stars pre-date the fourth Industrial Revolution. Not so for 

the millions of children and adolescents who were born into it. What does this mean for them, and for us — their 

parents and guardians? 

 Double imperatives — getting all children on-line and creating child-safe digital spaces 

One of the most pressing concerns is that not everyone can tap into the opportunities offered by this transformation. 

According to UNICEF and the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), as many as two-thirds of the world’s 

children do not have access to the Internet at home. In India, the divide between the digital haves and have-nots was 

tragically underscored last year by the suicide of a young Delhi University undergrad whose parents could not afford a 

laptop or smartphone at home. Unless we take rapid and concerted action to close this digital divide, AI will radically 

amplify societal inequalities among children of different races, socio-economic background, genders, and regions. 

 In addition to closing the digital divide, we need to better protect children and adolescents on-line. As I 

argued in a previous column, the expansion and deployment of AI is far outpacing our ability to understand its 

implications, especially its impact on children. No group is more vulnerable and more deserving of our special care, 

yet how does one childproof AI? How do we encourage and support the tremendous good AI can do for children ’s 

growth and development, while simultaneously mitigating the harm? As parents and guardians, societies and 

governments, how do we fulfil our responsibility towards our young charges in this AI world, when we hardly 

understand it ourselves? And how do we equip children and young people with the knowledge, tools and awareness 

to protect themselves?  

 In the old-fashioned physical world, we evolved norms and standards to protect children. For instance, there 

are policies and protocols for a child travelling alone as an unaccompanied minor. A parent will not allow a six-year-

old to pack a bag and suddenly take off on a bus or train for some unknown destination. And trips to the nearby 

playground or park come with warnings to not talk to strangers and with a caregiver’s eagle eye over the proceedings. 

Parents are understandably reluctant to let their children be photographed by the media, and in many countries, 

news outlets blur children’s faces to protect them. Where are these protections online? 

 The virtual world is full of unsupervised “vacations” and “playgrounds” — with other children and, 

potentially, less-than-scrupulous adults, sometimes posing anonymously as children. While video gaming and chat 

forums like Fortnite: Battle Royale, to name one popular example, offer an online space for children to socialise with 

their friends, multiple reports identify such virtual playgrounds as “honeypots” for child predators. Short of banning 

screen time entirely, parents are hard-pressed to keep tabs on just what their kids are doing online, and with whom. 

With online homework, this has become even more difficult.  

 

Children’s right to freedom of attention 

 It does not help that the AI systems driving many video games and social networks are designed to keep 

children hooked, both through algorithms and gimmicks like “streaks”, “likes”, infinite scroll, etc. Even if this is an 

ancillary consequence of the underlying business model, the damage is done — children, from a tender age through 

adolescence, are becoming digitally addicted. Right when they need to be learning concentration skills, emotional and 

social intelligence, their attention is being spliced into ever-thinner slices, and their social interactions increasingly 

virtualised.  

 Similarly, right when children and youth are forming their initial views of the world, they are being sucked 

into virtual deep space, including the universe of fake news, conspiracy theories, hype, hubris, online bullying, hate 

speech and the likes. With every click and scroll, AI is sorting them into tribes, and feeding them a steady diet of 

specially customised tribal cuisine. All this is thrown at our children just when they are starting to try to make sense of 

who they are and the world they live in; right when it is so important to help them understand and appreciate 

different perspectives, preferences, beliefs and customs, to build bridges of understanding and empathy and goodwill. 

 

Data harvesting and algorithmic bias 

 Other insidious pitfalls also lie in the path of the Generation AI child. Today many AI toys come pre-

programmed with their own personality and voice. They can offer playful and creative opportunities for children, with 

some even promoting enhanced literacy, social skills and language development. However, they also listen and 

observe our children, soaking up their data, and with no framework to govern its use. Some of these AI toys even 

perform facial recognition of children and toddlers. Germany banned Cayla, an Internet-connected doll, because of 

concerns it could be hacked and used to spy on children. Yet most countries do not yet have the legal framework in 

place to ban such toys. 
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 Finally, in the field of education, AI can and is being used in fabulous ways to tailor learning materials and 

pedagogical approaches to the child’s needs — such as intelligent tutoring systems, tailored curriculum plans, and 

imaginative virtual reality instruction, offering rich and engaging interactive learning experiences that can improve 

educational outcomes. But algorithms can also both amplify existing problems with education systems and introduce 

new challenges — when the pandemic caused the usual tests to be cancelled in the United Kingdom, and by the 

International Baccalaureate board, for instance, the algorithms that served as a fallback meant thousands of students 

lost out on college admissions and scholarships. And unless the educational and performance data on children is kept 

confidential and anonymous, it can inadvertently typecast or brand children, harming their future opportunities.  

 

Operationalising child rights and protections 

 So, how do we simultaneously close the digital divide, and safeguard children’s rights in the age of AI? How 

do we balance the tremendous good AI can do for children, while keeping their unique vulnerabilities topmost in our 

preoccupations, mitigating inadvertent harm and misuse?  

 The next phase of the fourth Industrial Revolution must include an overwhelming push to extend Internet 

access to all children. Governments, private sector, civil society, parents and children must push hard for this now, 

before AI further deepens the pre-existing inequalities and creates its own disparities. And on mitigating on-line 

harms, we need a multi-pronged action plan: we need legal and technological safeguards; we need greater awareness 

among parents, guardians and children on how AI works behind the scenes; we need tools, like trustworthy 

certification and rating systems, to enable sound choices on safe AI apps; we need to ban anonymous accounts; we 

need enforceable ethical principles of non-discrimination and fairness embedded in the policy and design of AI 

systems — we need “do no harm” risk assessments for all algorithms that interact with children or their data. In short, 

we need safe online spaces for children, without algorithmic manipulation and with restricted profiling and data 

collection. And we need online tools (and an online culture) that helps prevent addiction, that promotes attention-

building skills, that expands children’s horizons, understanding and appreciation for diverse perspectives, and that 

builds their social emotional learning capabilities. 

 The Convention on the Rights of the Child urges all public and private actors to act in the best interests of the 

child, across all their developmental activities and provision of services. In February, in a landmark decision, the UN 

Committee on the Rights of the Child adopted General Comment 25, on implementing the Convention on the Rights 

of the Child and fulfilling all children’s rights in the digital environment. This is an important first step on the long road 

ahead.  

 UNICEF’s Generation AI initiative is currently working with the World Economic Forum’s Centre for the 

Fourth Industrial Revolution and other stakeholders to realiae the potential of AI for children in a safe and transparent 

way. UNESCO consulted with young people, among other stakeholders, in drafting the Recommendations for ethical 

AI that will be adopted by member states this year and is working to enhance AI literacy through MOOCs. UNESCO’s 

Mahatma Gandhi Institute of Education for Peace came together this year with UNICEF, UNV, and United Nations in 

India for a nation-wide consultation with young people to identify the ethical concerns around AI most important to 

young people in India. 

 The Government of India has put in place strong policies to protect the rights and well-being of children, 

including a legislative framework that includes the Right to Education. Laws and policies to prevent a range of abuses 

and violence, such as the National Policy for Children (2013), can be extended for children in a digital space. 

 But much more needs to be done, here in India and around the world. And in this interconnected world, the 

more we can agree upon multilaterally and by multi-stakeholder groups, the easier it may be to implement nationally 

and locally. Just as India proactively helped shape the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and gave the world the 

principle of Ahimsa, this great country could also galvanise the international community around ensuring an ethical AI 

for Generation AI. 

 

 

 artificial intelligence (AI) (noun) – an area of 

computer science that deals with giving machines 

the ability to seem like they have human 

intelligence (Courtesy: VOA Learning English). 

 well-being (noun) – a healthy state/condition. 

 playmate (noun) – friend, companion. 

 wormhole (noun) – channel; tunnel, blackhole. 

 virtual (adjective) – performing a task with the use 

of computer, especially over a network. 

 virtual reality (VR) (noun) – the use of computer 

technology to create a simulated/artificial 

environment. An artificial environment that is 

created with software and presented to the user in 

such a way that the user suspends belief and 

accepts it as a real environment. Virtual Reality 

creates an artificial environment to inhabit (live 

in/occupy). 

 anchor (noun) – mainstay, main source of stability, 

cornerstone/bulwark. 

 pole star (noun) – something that attracts people. 

 pre-date (verb) – happen at a date earlier than 

(something). 

 Fourth Industrial Revolution (noun) – Simply put, 

the Fourth Industrial Revolution refers to how 
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technologies like artificial intelligence, autonomous 

vehicles and the internet of things are merging with 

humans’ physical lives. Think of voice-activated 

assistants, facial ID recognition or digital health-care 

sensors. 

 imperative (noun) – necessary condition, 

precondition, essential requirement. 

 pressing (adjective) – urgent, critical, crucial, 

important. 

 tap (verb) – make use of, put to use, use, utilize, 

deploy, exploit. 

 transformation (noun) – change, evolution. 

 divide (noun) – division, separation, difference. 

 the haves and the have-nots (phrase) – very rich 

and very poor people. 

 underscore (verb) – underline, emphasize, 

highlight. 

 concerted (adjective) – united, collective, 

combined, cooperative. 

 digital divide (noun) – the gap between the people 

who access computers/the internet and those who 

don’t access them. 

 radically (adverb) – completely, thoroughly, 

fundamentally, totally, entirely. 

 amplify (verb) – raise, intensify, escalate. 

 societal (adjective) – relating to society. 

 inequality (noun) – Inequality is simply defined as 

“the state of not being equal, especially in status, 

rights and opportunities; imbalance, unevenness, 

disproportion, disparity. 

 socio-economic (adjective) – relating to the 

interaction of social (position, rank, or importance) 

and economic (income, pay, and wealth) aspects. 

 background (noun) – circumstances, context, 

conditions, situation. 

 gender (noun) – Gender is used to describe the 

characteristics of women and men that are socially 

constructed, while sex refers to those that are 

biologically determined. 

 deployment (noun) – the bringing/utilisation of 

resources into effective action. 

 far (adverb) – very much, considerably, markedly, 

significantly. 

 outpace (verb) – surpass, outshine, do better than. 

 implications (noun) – consequence/outcome, 

ramification, repercussion. 

 vulnerable (adjective) – relating to a 

weak/neglected person who is in need of special 

care/support/protection; ill-protected, easily 

affected by, prone to, at risk of. 

 childproof (adjective) – designed to keep children 

safe; resistant, impenetrable, impervious, repellent 

(to/by a child). 

 mitigate (verb) – reduce, lessen, decrease, make 

less severe. 

 equip (verb) – prepare (for a particular 

task/situation). 

 old-fashioned (adjective) – old, out of date, 

outdated. 

 evolve (verb) – alter, change, transform gradually; 

develop, progress, advance gradually. 

 protocol (noun) – procedure, method, system. 

 unaccompanied (adjective) – alone, unescorted, 

unattended; isolated, separated. 

 take off (phrasal verb) – leave, depart, go 

(hurriedly). 

 caregiver (noun) – nurse, attendant. 

 eagle eye (noun) – alertness, close watch, 

perceptiveness. 

 proceedings (noun) – actions/activities. 

 reluctant (adjective) – unwilling, disinclined, 

unenthusiastic. 

 outlet (noun) – a firm that broadcasts/publishes 

journalism. 

 scrupulous (adjective) – careful, diligent, attentive; 

honest, high-minded, righteous. 

 anonymously (adverb) – in a way without 

mentioning a name of the person publicly. 

 socialise (verb) – interact, converse. 

 honeypot (noun) – an attractive thing. 

 predator (noun) – a person who is cruelly exploiting 

other people. (an animal that hunts and kills other 

animals for food). 

 screen time (noun) – time spent using electronic 

gadgets. 

 hard-pressed (adjective) – in difficulties, under 

pressure, under stress, troubled, harassed. 

 keep tabs on (phrase) – keep observe/monitor 

something or someone carefully. 

 hook (verb) – attract, captivate. 

 algorithm (noun) – the list of instructions and rules 

that a computer needs to do to complete a task. 

 gimmick (noun) – publicity device, scheme, 

ploy/trick. 

 streak (noun) – period, time, spell, stretch (it simply 

indicates how continuously and regularly two 

people have messaged each other). 

 ancillary (adjective) – additional, extra. 

 underlying (adjective) – fundamental, basic, 

primary/central. 

 tender (adjective) – young, youthful, immature, 

inexperienced. 

 social intelligence (noun) – the ability to get along 

with people in general, social technique or ease in 

society, knowledge of social matters, susceptibility 

to stimuli from other members of a group, as well 

as insight into the temporary moods or underlying 

personality traits of strangers. 

 splice (verb) – interweave, intertwine, 

join/connect/insert. 

 virtualise (verb) – to create a computer-generated 

version of something. 

 suck into (verb) – implicate in, involve in, draw into. 

 deep space (noun) – universe, cosmos, solar 

system, galaxy. 

 conspiracy theory (noun) – an event or situation 

that invokes a conspiracy by sinister 
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(criminal/menacing) and powerful groups, often 

political in motivation. 

 hubris (noun) – feeling of superiority, excessive self-

importance, excessive pride, excessive self-

confidence/self-glory, overconfidence, arrogance. 

 bullying (noun) – intimidating, coercing, 

pressurizing/browbeating. 

 hate speech (noun) – abusive or disrespectful 

speech. 

 the likes (of) (phrase) – someone/something 

considered as a type. 

 tribe (noun) – a large number of people. 

 feed (into) (verb) – influence, contribute to. 

 make sense of (phrase) – understand, comprehend, 

fathom out. 

 custom (noun) – practice, convention, ritual, 

tradition. 

 empathy (noun) – affection, fellow feeling, 

compassion, neighbourliness. 

 goodwill (noun) – compassion, kind-heartedness; 

cooperation, collaboration, friendliness, mutual 

support. 

 data harvesting (noun) – the process of extracting 

data from websites using malicious bots and use it 

for other purposes. 

 algorithmic bias (noun) – it describes systematic 

and repeatable errors that create unfair outcomes, 

such as privileging one arbitrary group of users over 

others. 

 insidious (adjective) – relating to something which 

increases/spreads/develops gradually without being 

noticed and causes serious harm; deceptive, 

stealthy, evasive, misleading, dishonest, dangerous, 

harmful. 

 pitfall (noun) – danger, risk, problem. 

 lie in (verb) – be present, be contained, exist. 

 literacy (noun) – the ability to read and write. 

 soak up (phrasal verb) – absorb, take in/up, get, 

receive. 

 govern (verb) – control, regulate, guide, conduct. 

 toddler (noun) – a young child. 

 spy (verb) – observe furtively, keep under 

surveillance, keep a watch on, keep an eye on, keep 

under observation, follow/watch. 

 tailor (verb) – customize, adapt, adjust, modify, 

change. 

 pedagogical (adjective) – relating to teaching. 

 curriculum (noun) – syllabus, course of studies, 

subjects. (curricula is the plural form of the 

curriculum). 

 engaging (adjective) – appealing, attractive, 

pleasant. 

 interactive (adjective) – collective, communal, 

combined, collaborative. 

 fallback (noun) – alternative, substitute, backup 

(plan). 

 inadvertently (adverb) – unintentionally, 

unwittingly. 

 typecast (verb) – conventionalize, standardize, 

categorize, label. 

 operationalise (verb) – put into use. 

 topmost (adjective) – greatest, leading, highest, 

foremost. 

 preoccupation (noun) –  absence of mind, 

distraction, forgetfulness, inattentiveness, 

heedlessness; concentration, engrossment, 

absorption, thinking. 

 inadvertent (adjective) – accidental, unintentional, 

unthinking. 

 overwhelming (adjective) – very great/large, huge, 

enormous; very strong, forceful. 

 civil society (noun) – civil society refers to the space 

for collective action around shared interests, 

purposes, and values, generally distinct from 

government and commercial for-profit actors. 

 disparity (noun) – imbalance, inequality, 

unevenness, disproportion. 

 multi-pronged (adjective) – having different 

aspects/elements. 

 behind the scenes (phrase) – secretly, privately, 

surreptitiously. 

 non-discrimination (noun) – fairness, justness, 

equitability, impartiality. 

 manipulation (noun) – controlling or influencing 

someone/something cleverly; tactic, trick, plan, 

scheme, intrigue. 

 horizons (noun) – range of experience, knowledge, 

interest; scope, purview. 

 provision (noun) – clause, (legal) term, 

requirement, condition. 

 stakeholder (noun) – a person with an interest in 

something. 

 Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) (noun) – 

courses delivered online and accessible to all for 

free. 

 put in place (phrase) – establish, set up, 

create/form. 

 Right to Education (RTE) Act (noun) – the Right of 

Children to Free and Compulsory Education Act or 

Right to Education Act (RTE) is an Act, of the 

Parliament of India enacted on 4 August 2009 under 

Article 21-A in the Constitution of India, which 

provides free and compulsory education of all 

children in the age group of six to fourteen years as 

a Fundamental Right. 

 multilaterally (adverb) – in a way that is involving 

more than two nations or parties. 

 Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) 

(noun) – an international document adopted by the 

United Nations General Assembly that enshrines 

the rights and freedoms of all human beings, living 

everywhere. 

 galvanise (verb) – stimulate, encourage, inspire, 

prompt. 
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